Manager’s Report by Mike Langley

Financial Report by Celeste Lilley

Water Reclamation Facility

- Willy, Jay, and I visited the old WRF at Lake Stevens where Jay and Willy spent two days disassembling a reclaimed water filter unit and preparing that equipment for transporting to SunLand. I will arrange for that transportation to be completed as soon as it can be scheduled with the mover. The filter alone weighs over 6000 pounds. The accompanying steel tank is of an unknown weight. After the equipment arrives at SunLand we’ll strip off all the covering material, clean, and repaint the filter unit. Then the installation site will be prepared for incorporation of the additional equipment. As SWD personnel will be working around normal operations, as well as other special projects, I am anticipating start up of this equipment near year end.

- I met with a representative of Pacific Coast Feather Company in Seattle. They are replacing an 80 KW Emergency Generator that is ten years old but in good condition. The service technician that maintains our existing two generators recommended this unit to meet our current needs at the upper reservoir/well. I’m working with Straits Electric to be sure this equipment will meet our needs.

- Willy and Mike have been monitoring and recording the crop removed from the spray field as farmer Don Stills continues harvesting the hay/silage.

- BHC engineers are working on the engineering report as reviewed at the special meeting on May 6th. Unfortunately as they delve deeper into the cost of emptying the lagoon contents, they are seeing that cost rising significantly above the estimate in the draft report we’ve seen.

- I have received no word from Dr. Peter Taylor.
• The Annual WRF O&M report has been submitted to DOE along with an explanation of why we
don’t have a current O&M Manual on file. I also discussed this situation with our regional
engineer at DOE and have an email of his response.

Meter Setters

• Scott is installing meter setters on Hurricane Ridge Drive and Leslie Lane.
• 521 meter setters have been installed, leaving about 330 to go.

Water Consumption Metering Results

• Readings from our water meters on occupied single family residential lots in SunLand for April
are averaging 163 gallons per day. The average daily consumption per connection is 204 gallons.
The SG&CC facility has averaged 1172 gallons per day over the last 30 days, compared to a
historical average daily consumption of 1014 gallons.

Other

• The repairs to the main lift station at Cassalery Road have been completed, with the
exception of the tree removal and landscape restoration.
• I have contacted the DOE and the Sequim Fire Department regarding special
requirements for the new generator for the upper well/reservoir.